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Abstract
In bioinformatics, advances in full text indexing, time series indexing and graph indexing,
combined with compressed storage, are now offering scalable and dynamic solutions.
Mining and learning are constantly optimized by the use of parallelization and clustering
methods such as dimensionality reduction approaches. However, there is no common
perspective approach – and in this regard, recent research has suggested the use of
similarity spaces. Such an approach allows for the efficient indexing, learning, and mining
of different data types in common space, regardless of whether they are vectorial or not. It
also benefits from parallelization approaches and GP-GPU computing or cloud
infrastructure, supporting great scalability and allowing for efficient high-throughput
analyses.

Introduction
Advances in full text indexing, time series indexing and graph indexing, combined with
compressed storage, are now offering scalable and dynamic solutions. Mining and
learning are constantly optimized by the use of parallelization and clustering methods such
as dimensionality reduction approaches. However, there is no common perspective
approach – and in this regard, recent research has suggested the use of similarity spaces.
Such an approach allows for the efficient indexing, learning and mining of different data
types in common space, regardless of whether they are vectorial or not. It also benefits
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from parallelization approaches and GP-GPU computing or cloud infrastructure,
supporting great scalability and allowing for efficient high-throughput analyses.

Learning and mining using game theory
The analysis of big data in terms of mining and learning is directly linked to parallelization.
There already exists a variety of systems dealing with parallel classification and clustering.
The literature includes ensemble-based parallelization, with parallel AdaBoost on multicore processors (Chen et al., 2008) and tree ensemble learning with the PLANET system.
There exists parallel learning in probabilistic graphical models (Panda et al., 2009), which
are widely used in textual, image and event processing domains. Related to probabilistic
models, recent research has managed to devise parallel Gibbs samplers, namely the
Chromatic and Parallel Splash samplers. The Splash sampler allows linear scaling of
performance in multicore settings. Related to classification, recent research brought
decision trees to the world of parallelization, based on distributed histogram building.
They show speedup that is significant (4.5x in a setting of 100,000 examples) with essentially
no loss of accuracy.
GPU-processing has already been applied to learning problems. Learning classifier
systems, applicable to classification and reinforcement learning, have been modeled for
General Purpose GPU (GP-GPU) computing and have shown runtime speedup by 2x to 32x
(Loiacono, 2011). In a life-span prediction task, given data of cancer patients, a parallel
genetic algorithm using GPUs offered a speedup of about 7.5x on fitness function
calculation, also managing to outperform - in terms of accuracy - other algorithms on the
given dataset.Several research works have focused on optimization, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and kernel problems. Linear optimization over very large data with
“trillions of features (the number of non-zero entries in the data matrix), billions of training
examples and millions of parameters in an hour using a cluster of 1000 machines” was
described, using a hybrid online-batch algorithm (Agarwal et al., 20011). The description
also refers to the AllReduce communication infrastructure, as opposed to map-reduce, as
another Hadoop-enabled alternative. Map-reduce-based classification has been used for
SVM large scale spam filtering, with a speedup in training time of almost 4.5x, but a
somewhat significant reduction in accuracy (about 2% loss). Since 2009 there exists a
toolkit, CUSVM, that implements support vector classification and regression on CUDA,
allowing GPU processing. The speedup reported by CUSVM is in the range of 12x to 147x over
CPU-based algorithms. An approach on parallel linear support vector training using
MPI/OpenMP is offering very competitive results over other algorithms on the PASCAL
Large-scale learning challenge (Woodsend & Gondzio, 2010).
Other works, related to data mining and classification are focused on dimensionality
reduction, e.g., map-reduce based LSI using k-means clustering and GPU-based manifold
learning (Campana-Olivo, 2011). In the manifold learning case, there was an achieved
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speedup of up to 26x, over the CPU case. In recent works, there is an efficient distributed
implementation of spectral clustering applicable to graphs.There exist also open-source
projects aiming at distributed machine learning - e.g., Apache Mahout- or GPU learninge.g., GPUMLib. Furthermore, a number of data analysis programming models and
execution frameworks, are also available, such as Nephele/PACT, GridBatch which run
over the cloud, and Dremel which is an interactive analysis tool for large data. The domain
of data analysis using map-reduce, which is a fully upcoming research area, is surveyed in
a review paper by Lee et al., while a less focused and in-depth view of computational
solutions for large scale data management and analysis in genetics can be found in a
publication in Nature Reviews - Genetics journal (Lee et al., 2011; Schadt, 2010).

Similarity spaces
A plausible solution for the problems of both, apparently orthogonal, domains is the
research on similarity spaces. Note that a similarity space is a space where at least a
similarity function between every pair of instances in the space has been defined. For
example, in the case of genomic sequences, this similarity can be related to the (possibly
fuzzy) edit distance between pairs of sequences. Thus, the similarity space is the space of
sequences, given this edit distance as similarity. On the other hand, in the case of protein
study, the structural similarity is the direct candidate to form the similarity space of the
problem. Thus, proteins will be described based on their respective structural similarity
to other proteins.
The focus of the scientific community is turning into similarity spaces because they include
any metric space (by trivial extension), allowing applicability to both vectorial and nonvectorial data. Non-vectorial data can be easily found, in addition to bioinformatics and
sensor networks, in such domains as social network analysis (graphs and networks, multimodal graphs), user modeling (multi-modal user models, context-aware modeling), image
and video processing and other cases.This approach is highly supported by research on
kernel and similarity functions. Recent works have showed that powerful classifiers, such
as the Support Vector Machine and Kernel Perceptron, can rely on simple similarity
functions to improve their performance. Adding to this finding the scalability offered by
General Purpose Graphical Processing Unit (GP-GPU) computing and distributed or cloud
infrastructures, one can aim to use the existing computation infrastructures for a highefficiency calculation of similarities in similarity spaces. The outcome of this process will
then feed parallel learning algorithms to support reactive, high-throughput analysis.
Essentially, the measurement of similarities between pairs of instances is a highly
parallelizable problem in itself, offering good scalability properties.
Overall, combining the power of similarity-based learning and mining with distributed
(e.g., map-reduce paradigm) and highly parallel (e.g., GPU-based) processing over
responsive storage mechanisms will allow large scale analysis on the fly. This will, in turn,
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empower data-intensive research efforts and applications on big data to extract and infer
knowledge. Such knowledge is the key to a competitive advantage in the era of prolific data
generation and sharing.

Conclusions
A new approach, that could address the aforementioned issues under a common system, is
the use of similarity spaces. This allows the high-throughput analysis of both vectorial and
non-vectorial data, which has been a hindrance for both sequencing data and protein
studies. Furthermore, such an approach can directly benefit from both modern
parallelization research, as well as existing computation infrastructures and offers a highly
scalable singular framework allowing next-generation data analysis.
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